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Figure 1: Segmentation Pipeline; (a) Game artists take an idea described in words (b) Text2Image generates images from text
prompts (c) Body Segmentation splits images into body parts (d) Semantic Segmentation is generated from text prompts

ABSTRACT
This work introduces SegAnimeChara, a novel system of trans-
forming AI-generated anime images into game characters while
retaining unique features. Using volume-based body pose segmenta-
tion, SegAnimeChara can efficiently, zero-shot, segment body parts
from generative images based on OpenPose human skeleton. Fur-
thermore, this system integrates a semantic segmentation pipeline
based on the text prompts of the existing Text2Image workflow. The
system conserves the game character’s unique outfit and reduces
the redundant duplicate text prompts for semantic segmentation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
AI generative images, e.g., Stable Diffusion andMidjourney, alter the
game industry’s workflow for creating concept posters and styling
scenes. However, converting these images into 2D animation-ready
characters remains challenging and time-consuming. In the con-
ventional design pipeline, designers typically spend a day separat-
ing and reconstructing anime body parts. Using natural human
recognition methods to segment anime characters can also result
in undesired outcomes that do not integrate well with existing
game design pipelines. For anime and cartoon characters, Takayama
[Takayama et al. 2012] first proposed a feature-based zero-shot ex-
traction method, not requiring sample images. However, this inspir-
ing method only addressed face and hair recognition by color and
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contour extractions. Adapting generative networks, Transfer Learn-
ing for Pose Estimation of Illustrated Characters[Chen and Zwicker
2021] bridge the domain between human and anime on pose estima-
tion based on general OpenPose[Cao et al. 2019] in COCO format.
Nevertheless, special anime features like cat ears/tails cannot be
recognized. PAniC-3D[Chen et al. 2023] introduced a system for 2D
anime characters’ 3d reconstruction, but the semantic structures
are limited by the general models, like eyes/mouths, instead of the
artists’ intention. Powerful general segmentation model such as
Segment Anything Model (SAM)[Kirillov et al. 2023] introduces
a novel of zero-shot automatic mask generation; however, it gen-
erates masks without considering body structure and semantic
context. Moreover, its annotation process can be challenging for
designers working on large-scale projects.

2 OUR APPROACH
We present SegAnimeChara, a state-of-the-art tool for segment-
ing cartoon/anime characters using general body structures and
semantic prompts. Our zero-shot system can seamlessly integrate
with existing game creation workflows and adapt to various 2D
characters, including AI-generated ones. Solving common body
structures and customized stylish features, we have divided the
character segmentation process into Body Segmentation and Se-
mantic Segmentation. This approach enables us to segment game
characters with various clothed accessories accurately.

2.1 Body Segmentation
The majority of 2D anime/cartoon characters are based on human
body structures, andwe utilize a volume-based BodyPixmodel[Bailey
et al. 2019] from Tensorflow.js to segment game characters into
body parts based on general OpenPose models. Using the BodyPix
masks as bounding boxes, we apply the Segment Anything Model
(SAM)[Kirillov et al. 2023] to generate body segmentation from AI-
generated images, which meet the standards of the game industry.
However, certain special characteristic features, such as hairstyles,
tails, and bow ties, are not covered by BodyPix. We propose a novel
semantic segmentation method in the following section to address
this.

Figure 2: (a) Gets the image from Text2Image (b) BodyPix
body parts recognition (c) Changemasks into bounding boxes
(d) Turing bounding boxes to masks and images by SAM

2.2 Semantic Segmentation
Anime/cartoon characters often have unique dressing styles and
special accessories, e.g., hairstyles, glasses, and guns, which en-
hance the overall design. However, these features are often ne-
glected and merely recognized when using existing general human
models, such as OpenPose[Cao et al. 2019]. To address this issue,

we propose a semantic segmentation method that shares the same
text prompts as those we used to generate concept images using
Text2Image[Reed et al. 2016] method. In Figure 3, our pipeline sends
the semantic prompt to RegionClip[Zhong et al. 2021], where the
bounding box is segmented, using SAM, into an image and position
that can be incorporated into the existing workflow. This approach
allows us to accurately capture and segment special anime features.

Figure 3: (a) Keyword from text prompt, e.g., gun. (b) Use
RegionClip model to recognize the bounding box. (c) Turn
bounding box to mask by SAM. (d) Crop out the mask.

3 CONCLUSION
We introduce SegAnimeChara, a novel system that integrates mul-
tiple state-of-art generative, body pose estimating, semantic, and
segmentation models to generate unique anime characters based on
generative images automatically. Our system significantly reduces
the time-consuming tasks associated with cropping body parts for
the real-time 2D animation character. There is, however, room for
improvements, such as predicting the shape of covered parts and
auto-binding components to unique character body frames. Our pro-
posed system has the potential to shorten the existing feature-rich
game character creation pipeline and inspire designers to generate
stylish avatars using generative AI models efficiently.
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